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Handbook Of English Proverbs Idioms And Phrases
Offers entries for over six thousand idioms, including seven hundred new to this edition, and provides background
information, additional cross-references, and national variants.
Covers the origins and usage of many words in the English language, with sections on quotations, idioms, roots, and
more.
A New Guide to German and English Conversation - Modern Phrase, Dialogues, Idioms, Proverbs and a Copious
Vocabulary with Tables of German Moneys, Weights and Measures is an unchanged, high-quality reprint of the original
edition of 1873. Hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science, travel and
expeditions, cooking and nutrition, medicine, and other genres. As a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical
literature. Many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only. Hansebooks newly
publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge
for the future.
BUSINESS ENGLISH IDIOMPEDIA is designed to introduce readers to *IDIOMS *PROVERBS *SAYINGS *PHRASAL
VERBS *COLLOCATIONS *CONTRACTIONS *ACRONYMS and *SHORT PHRASES used in day to day workplace
communication both formally and informally by native English speakers. This book also includes pictures and illustrations
that readers will find both entertaining and informative. In addition, parts of the book are translated in French to make
comprehension easy for French English learners. ABOUT THE AUTHOR - The author is a business language instructor
for a leadership and language training company and a part-time business English teacher at a public university in France.
He also freelance as a business English consultant. His first-hand experience in dealing with the learning challenges of
both clients and students inspired him to write this book.
Chinese idioms (????, hàny? chéngy?) are very essential part of the Mandarin Chinese language. Chinese people just
love using idioms in their daily life communications. In fact, even if you read the Chinese primary grade 1 (???, y? nián jí)
textbooks (???, jiào k? sh?), you will encounter numerous idioms. Obviously, if you are interested in learning Mandarin
Chinese language, you have to learn Chinese idioms! A good knowledge of Chinese idioms will tremendously help learn
Mandarin Chinese fast. As such, there are thousands of idioms in Mandarin Chinese. The books in the Chinese Idiom
Series will provide you over 400 must-know idioms. The current book volume, Part 4 (???, dì sì ju?n) of over 400 Chinese
Idioms, provides you 75 commonly used idioms from Chinese literature sources. Each of the idioms are explained with
Chinese characters, pinyin, and English meanings. The book provides you at least three interpretations for each of the
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idioms to explain the numerous meanings of the corresponding idiom. All the idioms are explained with pinyin and
English. Also, for all the idioms, the book provides you their source in Chinese, and English (pinyin included). Further, the
book has been meticulously organized into different chapters. Kindle Edition: www.amazon.com/dp/B08Q7JVW7C
Paperback Edition: www.amazon.com/dp/B08QBDK9ZK Free online Mandarin Chinese lessons (Ming Mandarin):
www.MingMandarin.com -Jia Ming
Test Your Knowledge On 550 English Idioms About the book: English Idioms In Use has been compiled especially for
students who have reached an intermediate or upper intermediate level of English. Take that extra step to mastering the
language. Why are idioms so important when learning English? Here is a list of the reasons why! Every time people
converse they use idioms. Radio broadcasters use them when they speak on the radio. Newsreaders use them when
they read the news. Journalists use them when they write articles for newspapers. You find them in journals and
magazines. You hear them in songs. In short, they play a huge role in the English language. There is no getting away
from them. One of the greatest barriers to fluency in English is the ability to understand and use idiomatic language.
Idioms In Use offers all the information learners need to know about how to use idiomatic expressions in everyday
situations. It is a comprehensive reference for understanding and applying idiomatic language when speaking and
understanding English; a clearly set out essential guide for ESL students who would like to go one step forward and
speak like the natives. What's more, the examples which have been set out in context also portray the use of the main
grammar points. Refresh your English grammar whilst learning idioms. Enrich your knowledge of English now by
discovering FIVE HUNDRED AND FIFTY of the most commonly used idioms. Good clear examples and explanations
have been set out to clarify meaning. There are also sections on similes and fixed expressions as well as the added
bonus of a glossary with the meanings of all the phrasal verbs used throughout the book. The final part of the book deals
with the most frequently used English proverbs. Proverbs are wise sayings with an underlying meaning. Don't delay!
Purchase your copy today.
"An illustrated collection of the world's strangest and most wonderful expressions, idioms, and proverbs"-All cultures have proverbs that capsulize subjects simply and effectively. Many of these are cross-cultural. For example,
according to a Danish proverb, “The greater the fear, the nearer the danger,” while a Latin proverb says, “The less there
is of fear, the less there is danger.” This work includes over 20,000 proverbs from more than 120 languages, nationalities
and ethnic groups. The proverbs are arranged under 1,300 headings (e.g., accidents, divided loyalty, marriage,
prosperity, shame), and each includes the nationality, group or language in which it originated. Comprehensive keyword
and subject indexes allow access to the material in multiple ways.
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The Handbook of English Linguistics is a collection of articles written by leading specialists on all core areas of English
linguistics that provides a state-of-the-art account of research in the field. Brings together articles from the core areas of
English linguistics, including syntax, phonetics, phonology, morphology, as well as variation, discourse, stylistics and
usage Written by specialists from around the world Provides an introduction to a key area of English Linguistics and
includes a discussion of the most recent theoretical and descriptive research, as well as extensive bibliographic
references
Defines and classifies proverbs, and explores their occurrence in oral tradition, literature, art, and popular culture.
Excerpt from A New Guide to German and English Conversation: Consisting of Modern Phrases, Dialogues, Idioms,
Proverbs, and a Copious Vocabulary, With Tables of German Moneys, Weights, and Measures; For the Use of
Travellers, Schools, and Private Students IN consequence of the Author's German works having received the attering
approbation of the public, not only in this country, but also in America, where they have been published for the use of
Harvard College, he is again emboldened to introduce to its notice the following little work, which he trusts will be found
no less useful to the German student than any of his former publications in that language. As it is generally admitted that
the language of conversa tion differs materially from that which is to be found in books of taste, or on science, it is to be
hoped that the following Vocabulary and Dialogues, which are differently arranged from any other extant, will enable the
student to acquire more knowledge of the spoken language in a short time, than he possibly could acquire by simply
reading standard authors for many years. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully;
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works."
A bilingual book that teaches English idioms about nature. Includes popular English idioms, literal translations, idiom
meanings (in English and SImplified Chinese), and English example sentences. Filled with colorful and whimsical
illustrations of characters and settings from around the world. This book also provides an English audio recording and
links to teaching resources. This is a great resource to help English Language Learners!
"This book presents a composite picture of the richness of proverbs as significant expressions of folk wisdom as is
manifest from their appearance in art, culture, folklore, history, literature, and the mass media. The book draws attention
to the fact that proverbs as metaphorical signs continue to play an important role in oral and written communication.
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Proverbs as so-called monumenta humana are omnipresent in all facets of life, and while they are neither sacrosanct nor
saccharine, they usually offer much common sense or wisdom based on recurrent experiences and
observations."--BOOK JACKET.
An updated guide to the idiosyncracies of the English language furnishes two thousand new idioms and figures of
speech, along with clear and concise definitions and usage notes, including "power nap," "the "Oprah effect," and "girl
power," all in a thematic arrangement that offers full explanations of more than five thousand phrases. Original.
Chinese idioms (????, hàny? chéngy?) are very essential part of the Mandarin Chinese language. Chinese people just
love using idioms in their daily life communications. In fact, even if you read the Chinese primary grade 1 (???, y? nián jí)
textbooks (???, jiào k? sh?), you will encounter numerous idioms. Obviously, if you are interested in learning Mandarin
Chinese language, you have to learn Chinese idioms! A good knowledge of Chinese idioms will tremendously help learn
Mandarin Chinese fast. As such, there are thousands of idioms in Mandarin Chinese. The books in the Chinese Idiom
Series will provide you over 400 must-know idioms. The current book volume, Part 1 (???, dì y? juàn) of over 400
Chinese Idioms, provides you 75 commonly used idioms from Chinese literature sources. Each of the idioms are
explained with Chinese characters, pinyin, and English meanings. The book provides you at least three interpretations for
each of the idioms to explain the numerous meanings of the corresponding idiom. All the idioms are explained with pinyin
and English. Also, for all the idioms, the book provides you their source in Chinese, and English (pinyin included).
Further, the book has been meticulously organized into different chapters. Kindle Edition:
www.amazon.com/dp/B08PPRS93D Paperback Edition: www.amazon.com/dp/B08PJGB3KL Free online Mandarin
Chinese lessons (Ming Mandarin): www.MingMandarin.com -Jia Ming
If you don't know idioms, you don't know English. Idioms are expressions that cannot be understood from their individual
words alone, and the English language is full of them-and so is this dictionary: 17,000+ English idiom examples, plus
slang words, phrases, and phrasal verbs, all compiled by the language experts at Farlex International and
TheFreeDictionary.com, the award-winning reference site with 1 billion+ annual visits. That's thousands more idioms than
other popular idioms dictionaries, plus thousands of examples of idioms used in real life: every definition also includes up
to three example sentences to show exactly how the phrase is used by native speakers in everyday conversation. The
Farlex Idioms and Slang Dictionary features idioms and phrases from across the English-speaking world, including
American slang, British slang, Australian slang, and Irish slang, plus: Internet slang Abbreviations Proverbs Regional
expressions And more! It's more than just a list of idioms: get details about the origin and history of both common idioms
and rare ones, including in which countries they're used most. This is the essential idioms dictionary if you want to talk
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like a native speaker-or just find out more about the colorful phrases you hear and say every day. The essential guide to
English idioms and slang, from Farlex International, the language experts behind the popular and award-winning
TheFreeDictionary.com. Farlex brings its reputation for comprehensive and authoritative reference products to the most
complete collection of idioms and slang from across the English language. Inside you'll find more than 17,000 idioms,
slang terms, and phrasal verbs, all defined in plain language and with bonus example sentences to show how they're
used in real life by native speakers. Featuring popular idioms and slang terms from the US, UK, Australia, New Zealand,
Ireland, Canada, and South Africa, plus valuable information you won't find anywhere else, including the origin of
phrases. Whether you want to sound more like a native speaker or just know more about the strange expressions you're
always hearing, The Farlex Idioms and Slang Dictionary is the best way to learn about the English language's most
colorful phrases.
Trieste Publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles. Our aim is to provide readers with the highest quality
reproductions of fiction and non-fiction literature that has stood the test of time. The many thousands of books in our
collection have been sourced from libraries and private collections around the world.The titles that Trieste Publishing has
chosen to be part of the collection have been scanned to simulate the original. Our readers see the books the same way
that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago. Books from that period are often spoiled by
imperfections that did not exist in the original. Imperfections could be in the form of blurred text, photographs, or missing
pages. It is highly unlikely that this would occur with one of our books. Our extensive quality control ensures that the
readers of Trieste Publishing's books will be delighted with their purchase. Our staff has thoroughly reviewed every page
of all the books in the collection, repairing, or if necessary, rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality. This process
ensures that the reader of one of Trieste Publishing's titles receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original, and
to the maximum degree possible, gives them the experience of owning the original work.We pride ourselves on not only
creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest quality, but also providing value to every one of our
readers. Generally, Trieste books are purchased singly - on demand, however they may also be purchased in bulk.
Readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored bulk rates.
BUSINESS ENGLISH IDIOMPEDIA is designed to introduce readers to *IDIOMS *PROVERBS *SAYINGS *PHRASAL
VERBS *COLLOCATIONS *CONTRACTIONS *ACRONYMS and *SHORT PHRASES used in day to day workplace
communication both formally and informally by native English speakers. This book also includes colorful pictures and
illustrations that readers will find both entertaining and informative. In addition, parts of the book are translated in French
to make comprehension easy for French English learners. ABOUT THE AUTHOR - The author is a business language
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instructor for a leadership and language training company and a part-time business English teacher at a public university
in France. He also freelance as a business English consultant. His first-hand experience in dealing with the learning
challenges of both clients and students inspired him to write this book.
VINCY CARIBBEAN PROVERBS AND IDIOMS SERIES Uncovers amazing proverbs of Vincentian Caribbean culture,
charged with wisdom, philosophy and laughter. "This book, 401 Vincy Caribbean Proverbs, is as lively and witty as the
English Caribbean lingo it represents." MARLON JOSEPH, EXECUTIVE OFFICER, S.V.G. TOURISM AUTHORITY.
"401 Vincy Caribbean Proverbs is a breath of cultural air. It effectively mirrors the unique communication skills of a
people - the Vincentian people...one would not be able to avoid, as the words belonging to nowhere else emerge, where
a people tell their own story, and experience their own reality." DR. GEORGE R. FREDERICK, AUTHOR, DIVISION &
DICHOTOMIES - STOP THE BICKERING. "Never before this has our Vincy proverbs been recorded with such
insightfulness, giving us a deeper sense of who we are." JANICE FRASER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, VINSAVE, S.V.G.
"Brilliant work; makes quite interesting reading. A must-read for generations." DAVID "DARKIE" WILLIAMS,
PRESIDENT, S.V.G. GARIFUNA HERITAGE FOUNDATION. The 401 Vincy Caribbean Proverbs to Guide You comes
with a companion website designed to go hand in hand with this book in order to enhance and complete your learning
experience.
Chinese idioms (????, hàny? chéngy?) are very essential part of the Mandarin Chinese language. Chinese people just
love using idioms in their daily life communications. In fact, even if you read the Chinese primary grade 1 (???, y? nián jí)
textbooks (???, jiào k? sh?), you will encounter numerous idioms. Obviously, if you are interested in learning Mandarin
Chinese language, you have to learn Chinese idioms! A good knowledge of Chinese idioms will tremendously help learn
Mandarin Chinese fast. As such, there are thousands of idioms in Mandarin Chinese. The books in the Chinese Idiom
Series will provide you over 400 must-know idioms. The current book volume, Part 2 (???, dì èr ju?n) of over 400 Chinese
Idioms, provides you 75 commonly used idioms from Chinese literature sources. Each of the idioms are explained with
Chinese characters, pinyin, and English meanings. The book provides you at least three interpretations for each of the
idioms to explain the numerous meanings of the corresponding idiom. All the idioms are explained with pinyin and
English. Also, for all the idioms, the book provides you their source in Chinese, and English (pinyin included). Further, the
book has been meticulously organized into different chapters. Kindle Edition: www.amazon.com/dp/B08PSGVZNB
Paperback Edition: www.amazon.com/dp/B08PLX4K98 Free online Mandarin Chinese lessons (Ming Mandarin):
www.MingMandarin.com -Jia Ming
Offers lists of Spanish and English idioms, slang, and false cognates, with their meanings and use in sentences;
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discusses indecent language and tricky points of grammar; and provides advice on etiquette and customs, especially in
Mexico.
Chinese idioms (????, hàny? chéngy?) are very essential part of the Mandarin Chinese language. Chinese people just love using
idioms in their daily life communications. In fact, even if you read the Chinese primary grade 1 (???, y? nián jí) textbooks (???, jiào
k? sh?), you will encounter numerous idioms. Obviously, if you are interested in learning Mandarin Chinese language, you have to
learn Chinese idioms! A good knowledge of Chinese idioms will tremendously help learn Mandarin Chinese fast. As such, there
are thousands of idioms in Mandarin Chinese. The books in the Chinese Idiom Series will provide you over 400 must-know idioms.
The current book volume, Part 3 (???, dì s?n ju?n) of over 400 Chinese Idioms, provides you 75 commonly used idioms from
Chinese literature sources. Each of the idioms are explained with Chinese characters, pinyin, and English meanings. The book
provides you at least three interpretations for each of the idioms to explain the numerous meanings of the corresponding idiom. All
the idioms are explained with pinyin and English. Also, for all the idioms, the book provides you their source in Chinese, and
English (pinyin included). Further, the book has been meticulously organized into different chapters. Kindle Edition:
www.amazon.com/dp/B08PZDS6SY Paperback Edition: www.amazon.com/dp/B08PX94NXQ Free online Mandarin Chinese
lessons (Ming Mandarin): www.MingMandarin.com -Jia Ming
Chinese idioms (????, hàny? chéngy?) are very essential part of the Mandarin Chinese language. Chinese people just love using
idioms in their daily life communications. In fact, even if you read the Chinese primary grade 1 (???, y? nián jí) textbooks (???, jiào
k? sh?), you will encounter numerous idioms. Obviously, if you are interested in learning Mandarin Chinese language, you have to
learn Chinese idioms! A good knowledge of Chinese idioms will tremendously help learn Mandarin Chinese fast. As such, there
are thousands of idioms in Mandarin Chinese. The books in the Chinese Idiom Series will provide you over 400 must-know idioms.
The current book volume, Part 6 (???, dì liù ju?n) of over 400 Chinese Idioms, provides you 75 commonly used idioms from
Chinese literature sources. Each of the idioms are explained with Chinese characters, pinyin, and English meanings. The book
provides you at least three interpretations for each of the idioms to explain the numerous meanings of the corresponding idiom. All
the idioms are explained with pinyin and English. Also, for all the idioms, the book provides you their source in Chinese, and
English (pinyin included). Further, the book has been meticulously organized into different chapters. Kindle Edition:
www.amazon.com/dp/B08QJQBR5M Paperback Edition: www.amazon.com/dp/B08QKVWP6L Free online Mandarin Chinese
lessons (Ming Mandarin): www.MingMandarin.com -Jia Ming
English has a wealth of interesting proverbs and idioms worthy of learning and use. It is of paramount importance for any speaker
or learner of English to know some English proverbs and Idioms because people use them frequently and daily in verbal
communication such as face-to-face, telephone, radio and television as well as in written communication such as documents,
letters, and emails. Listed alphabetically in this dictionary are roughly 1,650 English Proverbs and Idioms commonly used by
speakers and writers of English, and I hope this reference guide will assist you in understanding these.
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Containing almost 5,000 slang terms, phrases, jargon, sayings, idioms, and proverbs, this guide to popular expressions of
American English captures both national and regional vernacular. Sample sentences demonstrate proper context and use. Each
term is presented with an International Pronunciation Alphabet (IPA) pronunciation and a definition in Standard English.
Handbook of English Idioms, Parables and Colloquial Sayings1001 Sayings with Their Meanings and Sample Usage
Whether you want to sound more like a native speaker or just know more about the strange expressions you're always hearing,
this dictionary is the best way to learn about the English language's most colorful phrases. This book contains over 1000
commonly encountered English idioms and phrases with an explanation of their meaning and sample usage. This Dictionary of
phrases explores the meanings and origins of terms that may not make literal sense but play an important role in the English
language. It is designed to be a reference for those studying English, or anyone who enjoys learning its many wonderful quirks and
expressions. Whether you're looking for cliché's, idioms, jargon, proverbs or colloquial sayings, you'll find them here with an
explanation. This edition also features a Thematic Index that cross-references expressions by standard terms and subjects. We
also publish editions of this book with the explanations of the terms in Spanish, French, German, Italian and other languages.
Check our website for availability.
This major new edition contains entries for over 6,000 idioms, including 700 entirely new entries, based on Oxford's language
monitoring and the ongoing third edition of the Oxford English Dictionary.
Presents English definitions of over four thousand Spanish language idioms and colloquialisms, grouped according to Spanish key word, and
includes example sentences, matching English expressions, and a Spanish-English index.
This handbook is a collection of English proverbs and idioms with Arabic translations. The author ventures to translate these English proverbs
and idioms with Equivalents from Arabic culture, formal and popular. The aim is to help Arab students of English comprehend an English
idiomatic expression and properly render it into Arabic. Another aim behind writing this handbook is to help translator students make use of
these English idiomatic expressions while translating Arabic proverbs into English instead of lingering over thinking about the words and
expressions to be used. Undergraduate Arab students of English translation studies in particular, should have a lot of English idioms and
fixed expressions besides their English skills of speaking and writing. This handbook is chiefly intended for them. Arabic culture is rich with
proverbs and idioms. Spoken Arabic proves to be a good source for a translator student to pick up equivalents or substitutions for the English
proverbs and idioms. Here, I have translated English idioms and proverbs by finding an Arabic saying or quotation that approximates the
intended message of the original. It is safer to say that finding direct literary Arabic proverbs for English sayings with same linguistic
equivalences is difficult. However, I do my best effort to find for every English idiom or proverb recorded here an Arabic parallel which are
seen to roughly have equivalent meaning, if not similar meaning, or effect on the Arab audience but dissimilar form. To put it differently,
translating of English proverbs has been partly based on personal renderings and partly on cultural substitutions by replacing an English
idiomatic expression with an Arabic one, no matter if the Arabic substitution does not have the same linguistic equivalence of a particular
English idiom or proverb. Importantly, the Arabic substitution should have an equivalent effect on Arab audience. Indeed, a lot of time has
been put into collecting English idioms and proverbs from various sources. Much more time has been put into reading various Arabic sources
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of proverbs and wise sayings in an effort to find equivalents and substitutions. Spoken Arabic and informal Arabic sources have been found
richer wirh equivalents for English proverbs and idioms than literary Arabic sources.I have cautiously resorted to informal Arabic expressions
to translate most of the English proverbs and idioms given here. Yemeni expressions here are picked up by word of mouth from people.
Searching the Internet high and low for Arabic proverbs, formal and popular, helps me much overcome many problems. No reference for the
English and Arabic proverbs, idioms, quotes etc is included here. As a matter of fact, the literal translations of English proverbs made by
some Arab writers sound poor., and it and lacks the equivalent effect on the Arab reader.It is no exaggeration when I say that I have beaten
my brain out all the time trying to find an Arabic equivalent or a substitution which has a corresponding effect on Arab audience regardless of
the sum meaning of the words used in an English proverb. There are 1600 items, or even more, listed as main English proverbs and idioms
with equivalent number of Arabic translations. Corresponding or related proverbs are listed as (*) symbol, except where necessary, I have
given my own renderings. They are marked as (*). As already mentioned, because a proverb or an idiomatic expression is indirect, its
meaning is greater than the meaning of the individual words put together. Unlike literal translation which is based on the sum meaning of
these words taken individually, figurative translation sounds not only more beautiful, but also more fitting with the message and spirit of the
original. To sum up, since proverbs and idioms are metaphoricals, a translator should be aware more of the message of a proverb other than
the sum meaning of words taken individually. I hope that readers will find it very interesting
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction
of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Chinese idioms (????, hàny? chéngy?) are very essential part of the Mandarin Chinese language. Chinese people just love using idioms in
their daily life communications. In fact, even if you read the Chinese primary grade 1 (???, y? nián jí) textbooks (???, jiào k? sh?), you will
encounter numerous idioms. Obviously, if you are interested in learning Mandarin Chinese language, you have to learn Chinese idioms! A
good knowledge of Chinese idioms will tremendously help learn Mandarin Chinese fast. As such, there are thousands of idioms in Mandarin
Chinese. The books in the Chinese Idiom Series will provide you over 400 must-know idioms. The current book volume, Part 5 (???, dì w?
ju?n) of over 400 Chinese Idioms, provides you 75 commonly used idioms from Chinese literature sources. Each of the idioms are explained
with Chinese characters, pinyin, and English meanings. The book provides you at least three interpretations for each of the idioms to explain
the numerous meanings of the corresponding idiom. All the idioms are explained with pinyin and English. Also, for all the idioms, the book
provides you their source in Chinese, and English (pinyin included). Further, the book has been meticulously organized into different
chapters. Kindle Edition: In press. Paperback Edition: In press. Free online Mandarin Chinese lessons (Ming Mandarin):
www.MingMandarin.com -Jia Ming
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